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INTRODUCTION
Spherically symmetric Schrodinger operators T [ yD q V, where VÈ
Ž . Ž < <.has the form V x s q x with a real-valued function q, give rise to a
wealth of spectral phenomena. We focus on the discrete and essential
‘Ž d.spectra of T , defined as an essentially self-adjoint operator on C R in0
Ž d.  4L R , with d g N _ 1 .2
Ž . ŽIn the easiest case, where q r “ ‘ as r “ ‘ e.g., the harmonic
. Ž w Ž .oscillator , the spectrum of T is purely discrete see, e.g., 7; Remark a
x.following Proposition 4.1 . A more inspiring example is given by the
Ž . Ž . Ž .hydrogen atom with q r s y 1rr and d s 3. Because q r “ 0 as
Ž . w . Žr “ ‘, we know that the essential spectrum of T is s T s 0, ‘ see,e
w Ž . x.e.g., 7; Remark b after Proposition 4.1 . Hence, the discrete spectrum
Ž .s T is the set of negative eigenvalues of T , the totality of which can bed
w Ž .2 xshown by spherical separation to consist of all numbers y 1r4 l q 1 ,
Ž w x wl g N . Moreover, from the virial theorem see 3; p. 136 or 9; Theorem0
x. w .10.30 it follows that 0, ‘ does not contain any eigenvalue of T. Such
embedded eigen¤alues can, however, occur if q oscillates with decaying
amplitude, as the famous example of von Neumann and Wigner demon-
Ž w x w Ž . xstrates see 3; p. 90 and 7; Remark g after Proposition 4.1 for
³ E-mail address: hinz@rz.mathematik.uni-muenchen.de.
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.corrected and simplified versions . If q is periodic, the structure of the
spectrum of T differs dramatically from that of the spectrum of the
Ž .corresponding one-dimensional self-adjoint operator t in L R generated2
Ž 2 2 . Ž . ‘Ž .by y d rdx q q x on C R . For instance, in the special case where0
Ž . Ž . Žq x s cos x , it is known from the theory of Mathieu's equation see e.g.
w x.2; Chap. 2 that the latter has an essential spectrum consisting of
separated bands, i.e.,
‘
w xs t s l , L ,Ž . De ky1 k
ks1
with l - L - l for every k g N and L “ ‘ as k “ ‘. The essen-ky1 k k k
Ž w x.tial spectrum of the former, however, is the half-line see 6; Theorem 2 ,
s T s l , ‘ .Ž . .e 0
Ž .Moreover, there is no continuous spectrum of T in the open gaps of s te
Žw x. Ž . Žw5; Theorem 1 and no eigenvalue of T lies inside a band of s t 5;e
x.Corollary 2 . Thus the continuous spectrum of T is given by
‘
w xs T s l , L ,Ž . Dc ky1 k
ks1
and for the point spectrum we have, with L [ l ,0 0
‘
w x 4L j s T s s T j L , l .Ž . Ž . D0 p d k k
ks0
w x Ž .In particular, each L , l k / 0 is densely filled with eigenvalues of T ,k k
Ž w x.whereas t does not have any eigenvalues at all see 2; Theorem 5.3.1 .
The question whether there are discrete eigenvalues of such an operator
w .T , i.e., eigenvalues below the essential spectrum l , ‘ , can easily be0
answered in the negative if d / 2: for the spectra of T and the Friedrichs
‘ŽŽ ..extensions t of the operators given on C 0, ‘ byl 0
cl
t s t q ,l 2x
1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž w x.where c s l l q d y 2 q d y 1 d y 3 , l g N , we have cf. 5 ,l 04
‘
s T s s t .Ž . Ž .D l
ls0
Thus, any discrete eigenvalue of T would belong to the lower spectrum
wof some t , which is empty, however, by virtue of c G 0 and 9; 7.4, Corol-l l
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x Ž . Ž . Žlary 2 together with the fact that min s t s l s min s t see0 e l
w x.5; Lemma 1 ; note that t has Dirichlet boundary condition at 0 for0
Ž w x.d s 3 cf. 10, p. 287f . A similar argument, using the fact that l is not an0
eigenvalue of t, then shows that l f s T for d / 2, whence,Ž .0 p
‘
w xs T s L , l ,Ž . Dp k k
ks1
in this case.
In the present article we examine the remaining case, where d s 2 and
1l s 0, i.e., c s y . In the next section, we show that the Max]Minl 4
principle establishes the existence of an eigenvalue below the essential
Ž . Ž .spectrum when q r s cos r . We dub this eigenvalue the Welsh eigen¤alue
and denote it by ll in honour of its place of discovery. Then in the
following section, we present a proof of the nonemptiness of the lower
spectrum for more general radially symmetric Schrodinger operators inÈ
Ž 2 .L R .2
1. THE WELSH EIGENVALUE
Ž . Ž .In this section we concentrate on the prototype case with q r s cos r
and d s 2. In the course of numerical experiments in Cardiff we used the
Ž w x.SLEIGN2 code cf. 1 to calculate eigenvalues for the operators t onl
w xfinite intervals a , b , 0 - a - b - ‘, with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
These eigenvalues will, of course, depend on a and b , but approximate
Ž .eigenvalues of t for the half-line 0, ‘ will show up as a “ 0 and b “ ‘l
for feasible values of a and b , because the corresponding eigenfunctions
decay rapidly. For l s 0 a value close to y0.4 emerged as a candidate for
an eigenvalue below the essential spectrum, the minimum of which is
Ž w x.known to be about l f y0.3785 see, e.g., 8; p. 371 .0
In order to pro¤e the existence of an eigenvalue below the essential
spectrum, we consider piecewise linear continuous functions vanishing
Ž . Ž woutside 0, B for some B ) 0; they belong to the form domain of t cf. 3;0
x.Theorem 5.5.1 . If we are able to show that the value l of the form is
Ž .strictly less than l for one such normalized function u, we can conclude0
Ž . Ž . Ž .that s T > s t l y‘, l / B by virtue of the Max]Min principled d 0 0
Ž w x.see 4; XI, Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 .
w x Ž . Ž .Let u be linear in a , b , 0 F a - b , and a [ u a , b [ u b . Then
b y ab 2 2 2u j dj s a q ab q b ,Ž . Ž .H 3a
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and
2u 9b 2'j j q cos j u j djŽ . Ž . Ž .H ž /½ 5ž /'?a
1 b2 a2b 2 2 2s u9 j q cos j u j y u j dj y qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2½ 5 2b 2a4ja
2 22b y a b b y aŽ .
2s y q b y 2 sin bŽ .ž /ž /2 b y a 4b b y aŽ .
2b y a b y a
2y a y 2 sin a q 2b cos bŽ . Ž .ž /ž /b y a b y a
b y a a2 b y a b
y 2 a cos a q q ba y ab ln ,Ž . Ž .2 ž /b y a 4a a2 b y aŽ .
Žthere is no problem with the case a s 0, because then a s 0 as well, and
.the last two terms do not appear . The expressions on the right-hand sides,
and consequently l, can be calculated with arbitrary precision. For in-
stance, the choice of the polygonal arc vanishing at 0 and 7.2 and assuming
the values 11, 24, 41, 48, 37, 21, 9, 4 at intermediate equidistant arguments,
suggested by the approximated eigenfunction for the presumed eigenvalue
Ž .see Fig. 1 for the two-dimensional picture , leads to l F y0.38112, which
is sufficiently less than l to be confident to conclude:0
Ž 2 .PROPOSITION. Let T be the closure in L R of the operator yD q2
Ž < <. ‘Ž 2 . Ž .cos ? on C R . Then s T / B.0 d
The lowest point of the spectrum of T is called the Welsh eigenvalue
ll. Further numerical calculations indicate the more precise value ll f
y0.4016.
The preceding existence proof, although applicable in principle to other
problems of this sort, has the aesthetic disadvantage of making use of the
numerical value of l , which has to be established independently. This can0
be avoided by the analysis in the following section which is not confined to
particular choices of q. Two questions do however remain open. The first
is whether some q produces more than one eigenvalue below the essential
Ž .spectrum. The second is whether the least point of s T can ever be ane
eigenvalue of T.
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FIG. 1. Eigenfunction for the Welsh eigenvalue.
2. THE LOWER SPECTRUM
In this section, we specify conditions under which the radially periodic
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž < <.Schrodinger operator in L R , given by T s yD q V with V x s q xÈ 2
and q even and periodic, has a nonempty lower spectrum. We proceed as
Ž .follows. Starting from the observation Lemma 1 that at the lowest point
l of the essential spectrum of T the eigenvalue equation of the associ-0
ated periodic one-dimensional Schrodinger operator,È
yu0 q qu s l u , )Ž .0
has an even, positive, periodic solution f, we obtain a test function in the
form domain of T for which the quadratic form takes on a value strictly
less than l . Then the existence of at least one point in the lower0
spectrum is guaranteed by the Max]Min principle. The crucial idea is the
Ž .construction of a cut-off function Lemma 2 , which gives rise to a test
function with the desired properties if f has a suitable shape; in a
corollary, we give a sufficient condition in terms of q for this requirement
to be fulfilled.
LEMMA 1. Let q: R “ R be bounded, e¤en, and 2v-periodic, t [
Ž 2 2 . Ž . ‘Ž .y d rdx q q x . Then t is essentially self-adjoint on C R , l [0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .min s t s min s t , and the eigen¤alue equation ) has a positi¤e, e¤en,e
2v-periodic solution.
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Proof. Because q is bounded, the essential self-adjointness follows
Ž 2 2 . ‘Ž .from that of y d rdx on C R . A Sturm]Liouville operator with0
Žw x.periodic coefficients does not have any eigenvalues 2; Theorem 5.3.1 ,
Ž . Ž .and thus min s t s min s t ; furthermore, this point l is the loweste 0
w xeigenvalue of the periodic boundary value problem on 0, 2v , with a
Žwcorresponding positive 2v-periodic eigenfunction f 2; Theorem 3.1.2.
Ž .x. Ž .i . It remains to be shown that f is even. Because ) has even
coefficients, it has a fundamental system composed of an even and an odd
solution, which we denote by u and u , respectively. Thus there aree o
Ž .constants c , c g C such that f s c u q c u ; but then c u v qe o e e o o e e
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c u v s f v s f yv s c u v y c u v . If u v s 0, then uo o e e o o o o
would have at least the two zeros 0 and v, and by Sturm's separation
Žw x. Ž .theorem 10; Theorem 13.3 , f would have a zero on 0, v , contradict-
ing its positivity. Therefore c s 0, and f is even.o
w .LEMMA 2. Let f : 0, ‘ “ R be bounded, and assume that C [‘
w Ž .x r 2 2Ž .lim 1r r y 1 H f exists, and that f 0 - C holds. Then there is ar “‘ 1 ‘
w . w xcontinuously differentiable function x : 0, ‘ “ 0, 1 such that x ’ 1 near 0,
x ’ 0 outside a compact inter¤al, and
‘
1 2 2 2f 0 q x 9 r r q x r x 9 r f r dr - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2
0
Ž .Proof. For each c g 0, 1 , set
1, y‘ F r F 1,¡
1r c~1 y c ln r , 1 - r - r [ e ,x r [Ž . 0c ¢0, r G r .0
Then x is continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable, andc
c¡y , r g 1, r ,Ž .0X ~ rx r 0 sŽ .c ¢ w x0, r g R _ 1, r .0
Moreover,
¡ 2 2c c c
ln r y q , r g 1, r ,Ž .X 2 X 0~j r [ x r r q x r x r sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . r r rc c c c ¢ w x0, r g R _ 1, r .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1r cy1j r is negative for r g 1, r , positive for r g r , r , where r [ e .c 1 1 0 1
ŽClearly r and r depend on c; for simplicity we do not indicate this in the0 1
.notation.
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Ž . w Ž .x r 2 Ž . Ž .Define C r [ 1r r y 1 H f r ) 1 ; then lim C r s C , and1 r “‘ ‘
12 2Ž . wŽ . Ž .x Ž Ž Ž ...f r s r y 1 C r 9. Now choose d g 0, C y f 0 , and r ) 1 so‘ 22
< Ž . < Ž Ž .y1 . Žlarge that C r y C - d for r G r . For c g 0, 1 q ln r which‘ 2 2
.implies, in particular, that r - r we consider2 1
‘ r r1 01 1 12 2 2 2 2f 0 q j f s f 0 y C q C q j f q j f .Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Hc ‘ ‘ c c2 2 2
0 1 r1
By an integration by parts, we find
r r1 11 12C q j f s C q j r y 1 C 9Ž .H H‘ c ‘ c2 2
1 1
r r1 1X X1s y j r r dr C q j r r C y C r drŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H Hc ‘ c ‘2ž /r r2 2
r r2 1X Xy j r rC r dr q j r C r dr .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hc c
1 1
XŽ . w 2 xŽ 2 . Ž . Ž .Now observe that yj r r s c r2 ln 9 r y c ln9 r , and hencec
r 21 c1 2Xy j r r dr s y q c ln r q 1 y ln r ,Ž . Ž .Ž .H c 2 22 2r2
r 2c2 2Xy j r r dr s ln r y c ln r ,Ž . Ž .H c 2 221
and
r1 X 2j r dr s c y c .Ž .H c
1
Ž . 2 Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž . r0 2Similarly, j r s c r2 ln 9 r q c y c ln9 r , and hence H j s c r2.c r c1
We conclude that
2
‘1 1 c 22 2 2f 0 q j f F f 0 y C q C c ln r q 1 y ln rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H c ‘ ‘ 2 22 2 20
21 c 2q d y q c ln r q 1 y ln rŽ .Ž .2 22 2
2c 25 5q C ln r y c ln rŽ .‘ 2 22
c2
2 25 5 < < 5 5q C c y c q f‘ ‘ 2
1 1
2s f 0 y C q d q O c , c “ 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .‘2 2
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For sufficiently small c ) 0, we therefore have
‘
X 2 X1 2 2f 0 q x r r q x r x r f r dr - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H c c c2
0
Finally, we apply a Friedrichs mollifying procedure to obtain a smooth
‘Ž . Ž . Ž .x . Let f g C R , supp f g y1, 1 , f G 0, H f s 1; for « ) 0, set f x0 R «
w x Ž . Ž .[ 1r« f xr« x g R , and
‘
x r [ x ) f r s f r y s x s ds, r G 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hc « « c
y‘
Clearly, x is Lipschitz continuous with global Lipschitz constant c; hencec
for each r G 0,
‘
< < < <x r y x r F f r y s x s y x r ds - c« .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hc « c c
y‘
Furthermore,
‘ r1 0X X Xx 9 r s f r y s x s ds s f r y s ds q f r y s x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H« c « « c
y‘ y‘ 1
r0 Xs f r y s x s ds.Ž . Ž .H « c
1
Consequently,
< X < w x wx 9 r y x r s 0, r g 0, 1 y « j r q «, ‘ ,Ž . Ž . .Ž .c 0
r0X X X< < < <x 9 r y x r F f r y s x s y x r ds F c,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hc « c c
1
r g 1 y « , 1 q « j r y « , r q « ,Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0
and
r0X X X< < < <x 9 r y x r F f r y s x s y x r dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hc « c c
1
< <« s
F c f s dsŽ .H r r y sŽ .y«




2 2x 9 r r q x 9 r x r f r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
‘
X 2 X 2y x r r q x r x r f r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H c c c
0
‘
X X X25 5 < <F f x 9 x 9r q x y x r y x q x 9 y x x r q x drŽ . Ž . Ž .‘H c c c c c
0
s O « , « “ 0 ,Ž . Ž .
w xby splitting the integral into the integrals over the intervals 1 y « , 1 q « ,
w x w x1 q « , r y « , and r y « , r q « . Thus if « ) 0 is taken sufficiently0 0 0
small, x meets all requirements.
2 Ž .THEOREM. Let V: R “ R be bounded and spherically symmetric: V x
Ž < <. Ž 2 .s q x x g R , where q: R “ R is e¤en and 2v-periodic. Let t and T be
Ž 2 2 .the unique self-adjoint realisations of y d rdx q q, and of yD q V,
respecti¤ely. Assume that the positi¤e periodic solution f of yf0 q qf s
Ž . 2Ž . w x 2 v 2l f, where l s min s t , satisfies f 0 - 1r2v H f . Then T has0 0 e 0
nonempty lower spectrum.
‘Ž . ‘Ž 2 .Proof. Because V and q are bounded, t ° C R and T ° C R are0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.essentially self-adjoint, and min s T s min s t cf. 6; Theorem 2 . Bye e
Ž .Lemma 1, Eq. ) has a positive, even, 2v-periodic solution f. Since,
Ž .  4setting n r [ max j g N N 2v j - r y 1 , we have
r1 1 2v n r y r q 1Ž .Ž . Ž .1q2 v n r 1q2 v n r2 2 2f s f q fH H Hr y 1 2v n r 2v n r r y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
r1
2q fHr y 1 Ž .1q2 v n r
1 2v 2“ f , r “ ‘ ,Ž .H2v 0
we can apply Lemma 2 to find a continuously differentiable function
w . w xx : 0, ‘ “ 0, 1 such that x ’ 1 near 0, x ’ 0 outside a compact
interval, and
‘
1 2 2 2f 0 q x 9 r r q x r x 9 r f r dr - 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2
0
2'Ž . Ž < <. Ž < <. Ž .Now set F x [ f x x x r 2p x g R . Then F has compact sup-
Ž . Ž .port, and as f and x are continuously differentiable and fx 9 0 s 0, it
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is not hard to see that F is continuously differentiable, and hence an
Ê1, 2 2Ž .element of the Sobolev space H R . On the other hand, because V is
bounded, the quadratic form t associated with T is equivalent to the
5 5 1, 2 2 ‘Ž 2 .Sobolev norm ? on C R , and consequently the form domain ofH ŽR . 0
Ê1, 2 2Ž .T is H R . After two integrations by parts, we find
< < 2 < < 2t F s =F q V FŽ . Ž .H
2R
‘
2 2 2< <s fx 9 r q q r f r x r r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
0
‘
2 2 2 2 2s ff9x 9 q f x 9 q l f x r r drŽ .Ž .Ž .H 0
0
‘
1 2 2 2 2 2 2s y f 9x q f x 9 q l f x r drŽ . Ž .Ž .H 02
0
‘ ‘
1 2 2 2 2 2s f 0 q x 9 r r q x r x 9 r f r dr q l f x r drŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H02
0 0
5 5 2- l F .0
COROLLARY. Let q: R “ R be bounded, e¤en, nonconstant, 2v-peri-
Ž . Ž . Ž < <. Ž .odic, and monotone decreasing on 0, v ; and set V x [ q x x g R .
Then T s yD q V has nonempty lower spectrum.
Proof. By the foregoing theorem, it is sufficient to prove that the
Ž . Ž .positive 2v-periodic solution f of yu0 q q y l u s 0, l s min s T ,0 0 e
2Ž . 2 v 2 Ž .satisfies f 0 - 1r2v H f . By Lemma 1, f is even; hence f9 v s0
Ž . Ž .f9 yv s 0. Moreover, f9 has no zeros in 0, v . For assume there is
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Žx g 0, v such that f9 x s 0. If q x ) l , then q x ) l x g0 0 0 0 0
w x.0, x , and thus,0
x x0 0
0 s f9 x s f0 t dt s q t y l f t dt ) 0;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H0 0
0 0
Ž . Ž .similarly, q x - l can be excluded. Thus q x s l ; but then q G l0 0 0 0 0
w x w xon 0, x and q F l on x , v , which leads to the same contradictions as0 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..above unless q ’ l . We conclude that f9 x / 0 x g 0, v .0
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w x w x 2 vBy 2; Theorem 3.3.1 , we have l - 1r2v H q. Moreover, let r 9 [0 0
 Ž . Ž . w x v 4sup r g 0, v N q r G 1rv H q ; then r 9 ) 0, and the monotonicity of q0
implies
v1
q r G q ) l ,Ž . H 0v 0
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .for all r g 0, r 9 . In particular, f0 r s q r y l f r ) 0; hence f is0
w x w x 2 v 2 w x v 2strictly monotone increasing on 0, v , and 1r2v H f s 1rv H f0 0
2Ž .) f 0 .
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